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Where Was Osama bin Laden on September 10,
2001? One Day Before 9/11. His Whereabouts Were
Known
Osama bin Laden Was in a Pakistani Military Hospital... Hospitalized on
September 10, CBS Dan Rather Report
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This CBS Report suggests that Osama bin Laden had been admitted to a Pakistani Military
hospital in Rawalpindi on the 10th local time, less than 24 hours before the terrorist attacks.

The report does not mention when he was actually released. 

Nonetheless,  this  report  casts  doubt  on  the  official  narrative  to  the  effect  that  Osama bin
Laden was responsible for coordinating the 9/11 attacks.

From where? From his hospital bed? From his laptop or his cell phone?  

The Pakistani  military  headquarters  located in  Rawalpindi  is  integrated by resident  US
military and intelligence advisers working with their Pakistani colleagues, who routinely
report to Washington. It would be impossible for Osama bin Laden to enter a Pakistani
military hospital unnoticed. Osama is a CIA “intelligence asset”. His whereabouts are known.

This CBS report confirms that the whereabouts of Osama bin Laden on September 10 were
known to the Bush Administration.

Did “intelligence asset” Osama bin Laden have a GPS “Embedded Locator Chip”  within his
body, or a GPS in his laptop or cell phone which would have enabled US intelligence to
establish his precise location in real time? (That GPS technology including the embedded
locator chip was readily available to US intelligence and law enforcement well before 2001).

Osama could have been arrested on the 10th of September 2001. But that did not happen.

Donald  Rumsfeld  repeatedly  claimed that  the  whereabouts  of  Osama bin  Laden  were
unknown: “It is like looking for a needle in a stack of hay”.   It’s an outright lie.  Needless to
say, “Going after bin Laden” in the wake of 9/11 has served to sustain the legend of the
“world’s most wanted terrorist”.

The complete transcript of the CBS report is given below (emphasis added). The original CBS
video is also provided.

***
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Bin Laden Whereabouts Before 9/11

CBS Evening News with Dan Rather; Author: Dan Rather, Barry Petersen

CBS, 28 January 2002

DAN RATHER, CBS ANCHOR: As the United states and its allies in the war on terrorism
press the hunt for Osama bin Laden, CBS News has exclusive information tonight about
where bin Laden was and what he was doing in the last hours before his followers
struck the United States September 11.

This  is  the  result  of  hard-nosed  investigative  reporting  by  a  team  of  CBS  news
journalists, and by one of the best foreign correspondents in the business, CBS`s Barry
Petersen. Here is his report.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) BARRY PETERSEN, CBS CORRESPONDENT (voice-over): Everyone
remembers what happened on September 11. Here`s the story of  what may have
happened the night before. It is a tale as twisted as the hunt for Osama bin Laden.

CBS News has been told that the night before the September 11 terrorist attack, Osama
bin Laden was in Pakistan. He was getting medical treatment with the support of the
very  military  that  days  later  pledged  its  backing  for  the  U.S.  war  on  terror  in
Afghanistan.

Pakistan intelligence sources tell CBS News that bin Laden was spirited into this military
hospital in Rawalpindi for kidney dialysis treatment. On that night, says this medical
worker who wanted her identity protected,  they moved out all  the regular  staff in the
urology department  and sent  in  a  secret  team to  replace them.  She says  it  was
treatment for a very special person. The special team was obviously up to no good.

“The military had him surrounded,” says this hospital employee who also wanted his
identity masked, “and I saw the mysterious patient helped out of a car. Since that
time,” he says, “I have seen many pictures of the man. He is the man we know as
Osama  bin  Laden.  I  also  heard  two  army  officers  talking  to  each  other.  They  were
saying that Osama bin Laden had to be watched carefully and looked after.” Those who
know bin Laden say he suffers from numerous ailments,  back and stomach problems.
Ahmed Rashid, who has written extensively on the Taliban, says the military was often
there to help before 9/11.

AHMED RASHID, TALIBAN EXPERT: There were reports that Pakistani intelligence had
helped the Taliban buy dialysis machines. And the rumor was that these were wanted
for Osama bin Laden.

PETERSEN (on camera):  Doctors  at  the hospital  told  CBS News there was nothing
special about that night, but they refused our request to see any records. Government
officials tonight denied that bin Laden had any medical treatment on that night.

(voice-over): But it was Pakistan`s President Musharraf who said in public what many
suspected, that bin Laden suffers from kidney disease, saying he thinks bin Laden may
be near death. His evidence, watching this most recent video, showing a pale and
haggard bin Laden, his left hand never moving. Bush administration officials admit they
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don`t know if bin Laden is sick or even dead.

DONALD RUMSFELD, DEFENSE SECRETARY: With respect to the issue of Osama bin
Laden`s health, I just am — don`t have any knowledge.

PETERSEN: The United States has no way of knowing who in Pakistan`s military or
intelligence supported the Taliban or Osama bin Laden maybe up to the night before
9/11 by arranging dialysis to keep him alive. So the United States may not know if those
same people might help him again perhaps to freedom.

Barry Petersen, CBS News, Islamabad.
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In this new and expanded edition of Michel Chossudovsky’s 2002 best seller, the author
blows away the smokescreen put up by the mainstream media, that 9/11 was an attack on
America by “Islamic terrorists”.  Through meticulous research, the author uncovers a
military-intelligence ploy behind the September 11 attacks, and the cover-up and complicity
of key members of the Bush Administration.

The expanded edition, which includes twelve new chapters focuses on the use of 9/11 as a
pretext for the invasion and illegal occupation of Iraq, the militarisation of justice and law
enforcement and the repeal of democracy.

According to Chossudovsky, the  “war on terrorism” is a complete fabrication based on the
illusion that one man, Osama bin Laden, outwitted the $40 billion-a-year American
intelligence apparatus. The “war on terrorism” is a war of conquest. Globalisation is the final
march to the “New World Order”, dominated by Wall Street and the U.S. military-industrial
complex.

September 11, 2001 provides a justification for waging a war without borders. Washington’s
agenda consists in extending the frontiers of the American Empire to facilitate complete U.S.
corporate control, while installing within America the institutions of the Homeland Security
State.
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